Color.Set.Match.™,
when the color becomes formula,
These three words sum up the ease of use and effectiveness
solutions proposed by ISOCOLOR.

Color.
In our business it's all about color matching. Color is the driver of our client's businesses
and translates into many projects and opportunities.
From creative design studios to industrial applications, it takes a few critical steps
to build a database of colorants and color libraries that optimize the accuracy of
the software.

Set.
SET is color management intelligence. SET starts with the rigorous analysis of
your needs plus the use of information and tools for successful implementation.
SET also represents the transmission of know-how ISOCOLOR offers to its clients
as well as the problem solving mind to work along with your process and deliver
a custom solution to your needs.

Match.
MATCH is the science and the technology mastered by ISOCOLOR that delivers
our clients great results. The ISOCOLOR development team is composed of genius
software programmers that make ISOMATCH a Color Computer Matching (CCM) software
program yielding world-class performance since its first release in 1986.
Still at the cutting edge, famed for its experimental panache and high standards,
ISOCOLOR, a color technology pioneer, is pursuing its mission for innovation by launching
ISOMATCH 3G.
and how with ISOMATCH and 3G technology, ISOCOLOR reinvents computer-aided formulation.

In addition to its powerful calculation engine that has already been proven in the performance of its pigment recipes, ISOMATCH 3G is now distinguished by changes in design and ergonomics.

At the cutting edge of technology, ISOMATCH 3G, thanks to its precision, its smart features and ease of navigation, will be key to the effective control of color within your company.

ISOQC 3G
Measures reflectance, transmittance or black and white background for opaque samples, transparent, translucent or effect. Ultra-fast and easy navigation.

ISOBATCH 3G
Software control and correction of your production. Automatic construction of a production history (traceability and statistics). Simplified interface automatically saves all measurement data, formulation and correction. Extremely useful for tracking historical color per customer. 3G ISOBATCH operates on the basis of data created by IsoMatch 3G.

ISOBASE 3G
3G Solution Available user version or edition, web / server for sharing real-time data (SQL Server).